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Each sample pack consisted of three pairs of known and questioned tape samples for comparison (K1/Q1, K2/Q2, K3/Q3). 
Items K1 and Q1 were produced from the same roll of black duct tape. Items K2 and Q2 were produced from the same roll 
of beige masking tape. Items K3 and Q3 were produced from two different rolls of clear packaging tape of differing brands. 
For each item set, participants were requested to examine the adhesive tape samples and determine if both pieces were
associated with a single source. Additionally, participants were asked to determine if a physical end match existed between the 
known item and the questioned item. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION:
Each roll of tape was inspected and any debris removed.

Items K1 and Q1 were produced using a scissor cut to remove each item from one roll. A section of tape was removed from 
between the known and questioned items to prevent an end match. 

Items K2 and Q2 were produced by hand-tearing each item from one roll. The paired items were produced in immediate 
succession to produce an end match. 

Items K3 and Q3 were produced by using the cutting blade of a tape dispenser associated with each item. These items were 
produced from different rolls using different dispensers, so no end match was generated.

All questioned items were crumpled, reopened, affixed to silicone release paper, and then folded before being packed in their
respective pre-labeled questioned item envelopes. Each known item was affixed to silicone release paper, folded, and then 
packed in their respective pre-labeled known item envelopes.

SAMPLE SET ASSEMBLY:  Following the completion of sample production, associated and non-associated items were placed 
within a pre-labeled envelope and sealed with invisible tape until all sample sets were prepared. Once verification was
completed, all sample sets were further sealed with evidence tape and initialed “CTS”.

VERIFICATION: The expected association and elimination results were confirmed by predistribution laboratories.

Item Color Tape Type Association Physical end match

K1 & Q1 Black Duct tape Yes No

K2 & Q2 Beige Masking tape Yes Yes

K3 & Q3 Clear Packing tape No N/A

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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